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development of the Test Design Expert (TDX), the many obstacles encountered and
lessons learned in creating this novel testing approach Up-to-date and
comprehensive, Digital Logic Testing and Simulation is an important resource for
anyone charged with pinpointing faulty products and assuring quality, safety, and
profitability.
Report of the Transactions Vernacular Literature Society 1860
Business Studies R. K. Singla 2013
Problems and Solutions in Accountancy Class XII by Dr. S. K. Singh, Dr. Sanjay
Kumar Singh, Shailesh Chauhan Dr. S. K. Singh 2020-06-26 Problems and Solutions in
Accountancy Class XII Part : A - Accounting for Not-for-Profit Organisations and
Partnership Firms 1. Accounting for Not-for-Profit Organisations, 2. Accounting
for Partnership Firms—Fundamentals, 3. Goodwill : Meaning, Nature, Factors
Affecting and Methods of Valuation, 4. Reconstitution of Partnership–change in
Profit-Sharing Ratio among the Existing Partners, 5. Admission of a Partner, 6.
Retirement of a Partner, 7. Death of a Partner, 8. Dissolution of Partnership
Firm. Part : B - Company Accounts and Analysis of Financial Accounting 1.
Accounting for Share Capital : Share and Share Capital, 2. Accounting for Share
Capital : Issue of Shares, 3. Forfeiture and Re-Issue of Share, 4. ssue of
Debentures, 5. Redemption of Debentures, 6. Financial Statements of a Company :
Balance Sheet and Statement of Profit and Loss, 7. Tools for Financial Statement
Analysis : Comparative Statements, 8. Common-Size Statements, 9. Accounting
Ratios, 10. Cash Flow Statement.
NCERT Solutions - Accountancy for Class 11th Dr. Amit Kansal 2014-01-01 NCERT
Textbooks play the most vital role in developing student’s understanding and
knowledge about a subject and the concepts or topics covered under a particular
subject. Keeping in mind this immense importance and significance of the NCERT
Textbooks in mind, Arihant has come up with a unique book containing QuestionsAnswers of NCERT Textbook based questions. This book containing solutions to NCERT
Textbook questions has been designed for the students studying in Class XI
following the NCERT Textbook for Accountancy. The present book has been divided
into two parts containing 16 Chapters covering the syllabi of Accountancy for
Class XI. Part A covers Theory Base of Accounting, Recording of Transactions-I,
Recording of Transactions-II, Bill of Exchange, Bank Reconciliation Statement, etc
whereas Part B covers Financial Statements-I, Accounts from Incomplete Records,
Applications of Computers in Accounting, Computerized Accounting System, etc. This
book has been worked out with an aim of overall development of the students in
such a way that it will help students define the way how to write the answers of
the textbook based questions. The book covers selected NCERT Exemplar Problems
which will help the students understand the type of questions and answers to be
expected in the Class XI Accountancy Examination. Also each chapter in the book
begins with a summary of the chapter which will help in effective understanding of
the theme of the chapter and to make sure that the students will be able to answer
all popular questions concerned to a particular chapter whether it is Long Answer
Type or Short Answer Type Question. The book has been designed systematically in
the simplest manner for easy comprehension of the chapters and their themes. For
the overall benefit of students the book has been designed in such a way that it
not only gives solutions to all the exercises but also gives detailed explanations
which will help the students in learning the concepts and will enhance their
thinking and learning abilities. As the book has been designed strictly according
to the NCERT Textbook of Accountancy for Class XI and contains simplified text
material in the form of class room notes and answers to all the questions in lucid
language, it for sure will help the Class XI students in an effective way for
Accountancy.
The Principles of Scientific Management Frederick Winslow Taylor 1913
ISC Mathematics book 1 for Class- 11 O P MALHOTRA S Chand's ISC Mathematics is
structured according to the latest syllabus as per the new CISCE(Council for the
Indian School Certificate Examinations), New Delhi, for ISC students taking
classes XI & XII examinations.
Computers and Accounting Thomas W. McRae 1976
Accountancy D K Goel 2013
Accountancy Class XI Dr. S. K. Singh, 2021-10-29 1. Introduction to Accounting, 2.
Basic Accounting Terms or Terminology, 3. Theory Base of Accounting : Accounting
Principles Fundamental Assumptions or Concepts, 4. Accounting Standards and IFRS,
5. Double Entry System, 6. Process and Bases of Accounting 7. Origin of
Transactions : Source Documents and Vouchers, 8. Accounting Equation, 9. Rules of
Debit and Credit, 10. Recording of Business Transactions : Books of Original
Entry—Journal, 11. Ledger, 12. Special Purpose (Subsidiary) Books (I) : Cash Book,
13. Special Purpose (Subsidiary) Books (II), 14. Bank Reconciliation Statement,
15. Trial Balance and Errors, 16. Depreciation, 17. Provisions and Reserves, 18.
Accounting for Bills of Exchange, 19. Rectification of Errors, 20. Capital and
Revenue Expenditures and Receipts, 21. Financial Statements/Final Accounts
(Without Adjustment), 22. Final Accounts (With Adjustment), 23. Accounts from
Incomplete Records or Single Entry System. UNIT : Computer in Accounting 1.
Introduction to Computer and Accounting Information System (AIS), 2. Applications
of Computer in Accounting, 3. Accounting and Database System : Project Work A
Appendix : Dictionary of Accounting B Latest Model Paper (BSEB) C Examination
Paper (JAC) with OMR Sheet
Problems & Solutions In Accountancy Class XI by Dr. S. K. Singh Dr. Sanjay Kumar
Singh Shailesh Chauhan Dr. S. K. Singh 2020-06-11 1. Accounting Equation, 2. Rules
of Debit and Credit, 3. Recording of Business Transactions : Books of Original
Entry—Journal, 4. Ledger, 5. Special Purpose (Subsidiary) Books (I) : Cash Book,
6. Special Purpose Subsidiary Books (II), 7. Bank Reconciliation Statement, 8.
Trial Balance & Errors, 9. Depreciation, 10. Accounting for Bills of Exchange, 11.
Rectification of Errors, 12. Capital and Revenue Expenditures and Receipts, 13.
Financial Statements/Final Account (Without Adjustment), 14. Final Accounts (With
Adjustment), 15. Accounts from Incomplete Records Or Single Entry System.
Health and Physical Education Class 11 Dr. V.K. Sharma Saraswati Health and
Physical Education is a much acclaimed and popular series in Health and Physical
Education. The series demonstrates a deep understanding of the principles and
concepts related to the subject while providing students with all the pedagogical
tools necessary for comprehension and application. The fully revised edition,
which includes all the latest developments in the field, in its colourful avatar
will not only enhance the teaching-learning process but will also make it more
enjoyable.
How Katie Got a Voice M. A. Mervine 2012-06 "How Katie Got a Voice (and a Cool New
Nickname" is a story that celebrates that which makes us all unique, but also
highlights how sometimes a little help is needed to show us how much we are alike.
The story is told by a fourth grade classmate of Katie, the new girl in school.
Everyone in the school, even the principal and custodian, have nicknames related
to their individual interests and personalities. When Katie comes into the class,
the students are eager to involve her in their activities and to learn what is
special about her. This proves to be quite a challenge. Katie has significant
physical disabilities which make her dependent on a Personal Care Assistant for
everything, even communicating. How can Katie fit in with her classmates when she
can't even talk? When Katie is introduced to assistive technology, she is finally
able to communicate with her new friends. As a result, the students are delighted
to see her as a person with many interests and abilities, just like them. Katie
knows she is a valued member of the school when she is given her own special
nickname.
Introductory Microeconomics - Class 11 - CBSE (2021-22) T.R. Jain and V.K. Ohri
2021-04-15 The book has been designed topic and subtopic-wise, keeping the
students’ needs in mind. The current edition has certain unique features: Each
chapter starts with a To Do list. It gives the central idea of the chapter and the

The Elements of Book Keeping James Morrison (accountant.) 1813
[Publication]; 12 (1307-1346) Somerset Record Society Cn 2021-09-10 This work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in
the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this
work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Revising for Examinations Open University Course Team 2007-06-01 Knowing how to
prepare for an exam increases your chances of success. This booklet contains
advice and tips to help you prepare for your exams. There is an accompanying
Skills for OU Study website http://www.open.ac.uk/skillsforstudy.If you are a
current OU student please contact Student Services before ordering.
Anywhere Viii Sean Lowry 2019-11-30 Artists and curators have long reached beyond
the constraints of established institutional structures and traditional exhibition
spaces. These tendencies were first clearly articulated (with some notable
historical avant-garde precedents) in the language that framed conceptual and
systems-based art in the 1960s and 1970s. The focus then, as it is today, was upon
locating or creating alternative circuits. Today, notwithstanding our
significantly technologically augmented capacity to reach and create new
audiences, much contemporary artistic activity still invariably plays directly to
an audience of connected peers. Moreover, given that much of this activity is now
documented and disseminated as it happens through its surrounding peer network,
the robustness of documentation and critical discussion can become easily
distorted. Consequently, an inherent correlation to social acceptance and
favorability can limit our capacity to meaningfully evaluate quality, and often
excludes contributions outside a core group. Also, given that much art now shares
media with other databases and websites, algorithmically driven perceptions of
popularity can further influence ways in which art is evaluated, interpreted and
valued. This situation invariably presents challenges to artists and curators
seeking to establish new audiences or disseminate ideas.Today, new artistic and
curatorial approaches are emerging in tandem with digitally-activated modes of
presentation and dissemination distinguished by perpetual reproducibility,
multiple intersecting temporalities and materializations, and the subsidence of
physical space. Significantly, many of these approaches are no longer necessarily
connected to singular events or spaces and are perhaps better understood as
omnidirectional movements between modes of conception, production and
dissemination connected through the screen as a communal space. This communal
space might offer either access to new works, illuminate the existence of works
understood to be elsewhere in time and space, or offer multiple or alternative
materializations, versions, attributions, interpretations and representations of
existing works. Artistic research can be represented in multiple ways as it moves
between modes of conception, production and dissemination. This volume explores a
broad range of questions associated with presenting, experiencing, discussing and
evaluating art located anywhere and elsewhere in space and time. We are delighted
to welcome you to the many worlds contained within.
Informatics Practices for Class 11 Dr. Pranab Kumar Das Gupta & Ramprosad Mondal A
book on Computers
Long Walk to Freedom Nelson Mandela 2008-03-11 The book that inspired the major
new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom. Nelson Mandela is one of the
great moral and political leaders of our time: an international hero whose
lifelong dedication to the fight against racial oppression in South Africa won him
the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency of his country. Since his triumphant
release in 1990 from more than a quarter-century of imprisonment, Mandela has been
at the center of the most compelling and inspiring political drama in the world.
As president of the African National Congress and head of South Africa's
antiapartheid movement, he was instrumental in moving the nation toward
multiracial government and majority rule. He is revered everywhere as a vital
force in the fight for human rights and racial equality. LONG WALK TO FREEDOM is
his moving and exhilarating autobiography, destined to take its place among the
finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for the first time, Nelson
Rolihlahla Mandela tells the extraordinary story of his life--an epic of struggle,
setback, renewed hope, and ultimate triumph.
Comprehensive Financial Accounting XI
NCERT Solutions Physics 12th Nidhi Goel 2014-01-01 A unique book containing
Questions-Answers of NCERT Textbook based questions. This book containing
solutions to NCERT Textbook questions has been designed for the students studying
in Class XII following the NCERT Textbook for Physics. Important definition and
Formulas are given in the beginning of each chapter .The book gives comprehensive
solutions to the numerical and theoretical problems in the textbook. The book has
been divided into 15 Chapters. Keeping in mind this importance and significance of
the NCERT Textbooks in mind, Arihant has come up with namely Electric Charges;
Fluids, Current Electricity, Atoms, electromagnetic Induction, Alternating
Current, Nuclei, Magnetism; Matter, Communication System, Wave Optics, etc.
covering the syllabus of Physics for Class XII. Content: 1. Electric Charges and
Field 2. Electrostatic Potential and Capacitance 3. Current Electricity 4. Moving
Charges and Magnetism 5. Magnetism and Matter 6. Electromagnetic Induction 7.
Alternating Current 8. Electromagnetic Waves 9. Ray Optics and Optical Instruments
10. Wave Optics 11. Dual Nature of Radiation and Matter 12. Atoms 13. Nuclei 14.
Semiconductor Electronics 15. Communication System
APC Twenty Sample Papers in Accountancy (CBSE Syllabus) - Class 12 D.K. Goel The
book consists of: - Quick Revision of all Chapters (Including Missing Figure
Questions) - Latest CBSE Sample Paper (With Solutions) - CBSE Annual Examination
Question Paper, March 2015 (Delhi Board) (With Solutions) - CBSE Annual
Examination Question Paper, March 2015 (Outside Delhi) (With Solutions) - Ten
Sample Papers (With Solutions) Including Value Based and HOTS Questions - Ten
Practice Papers (With Answers) Including Value Based and HOTS Questions
Digital Logic Testing and Simulation Alexander Miczo 2003-10-24 Your road map for
meeting today's digital testing challenges Today, digital logic devices are common
in products that impact public safety, including applications in transportation
and human implants. Accurate testing has become more critical to reliability,
safety, and the bottom line. Yet, as digital systems become more ubiquitous and
complex, the challenge of testing them has become more difficult. As one
development group designing a RISC stated, "the work required to . . . test a chip
of this size approached the amount of effort required to design it." A valued
reference for nearly two decades, Digital Logic Testing and Simulation has been
significantly revised and updated for designers and test engineers who must meet
this challenge. There is no single solution to the testing problem. Organized in
an easy-to-follow, sequential format, this Second Edition familiarizes the reader
with the many different strategies for testing and their applications, and
assesses the strengths and weaknesses of the various approaches. The book reviews
the building blocks of a successful testing strategy and guides the reader on
choosing the best solution for a particular application. Digital Logic Testing and
Simulation, Second Edition covers such key topics as: * Binary Decision Diagrams
(BDDs) and cycle-based simulation * Tester architectures/Standard Test Interface
Language (STIL) * Practical algorithms written in a Hardware Design Language (HDL)
* Fault tolerance * Behavioral Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) * The
dk-goel-class-11-solutions
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way it has been addressed. Each chapter is divided into several sections
corresponding to different components of the syllabus. Each chapter is splashed
with HOTS. This is to promote clarity of the basics. Focus Zones in each chapter
present a crux of the concepts. Blocks in each chapter include matter of special
significance. Power Points and Revision Window offer a quick glance of the subject
matter. ‘Exercise’ is tuned to the pattern of examination. Answers to important
questions focus on the technique of writing. The exercise includes: objective type
questions (remembering & understanding based questions), divided into five
sections: (a) multiple choice questions, (b) fill in the blanks, (c) true or
false, (d) matching the correct statements, (e) ‘very short answer’ objective type
questions reason-based questions HOTS & applications analysis & evaluation CBSE
questions (with answers or reference to the text for answers) NCERT questions
(with hints to answers) miscellaneous and add-on questions (with hints or
reference to the text for answers) Dos and Don’ts (at the end of each chapter)
should serve as a safeguard against misinterpretation of the concepts. Ability
Zone is a uniquely designed section at the end of the chapter. This raises the
difficulty level, of course, but should serve as a useful material for the
outstanding learners. Solved & Unsolved numericals are given to boost a grip on
the subject.
Introduction to Computer Science M. K. Goel 1989
Statistics for Economics - Class 11 - CBSE (2021-22) T.R. Jain and V.K. Ohri
2021-04-16 The book has been designed topic and subtopic-wise, keeping the
students’ needs in mind. The current edition has certain unique features: Each
chapter starts with a To Do list. It gives the central idea of the chapter and the
way it has been addressed. Each chapter is divided into several sections
corresponding to different components of the syllabus. Each chapter is splashed
with HOTS. This is to promote clarity of the basics. Focus Zones in each chapter
present a crux of the concepts. Blocks in each chapter include matter of special
significance. Power Points and Revision Window offer a quick glance of the subject
matter. ‘Exercise’ is tuned to the pattern of examination. Answers to important
questions focus on the technique of writing. The exercise includes: objective type
questions (remembering & understanding based questions), divided into five
sections: (a) multiple choice questions, (b) fill in the blanks, (c) true or
false, (d) matching the correct statements, (e) ‘very short answer’ objective type
questions reason-based questions HOTS & applications analysis & evaluation CBSE
questions (with answers or reference to the text for answers) NCERT questions
(with hints to answers) miscellaneous and add-on questions (with hints or
reference to the text for answers) Dos and Don’ts (at the end of each chapter)
should serve as a safeguard against misinterpretation of the concepts. Ability
Zone is a uniquely designed section at the end of the chapter. This raises the
difficulty level, of course, but should serve as a useful material for the
outstanding learners. Solved & Unsolved numericals are given to boost a grip on
the subject.
Business Studies- (RK Singla)-2021-22 CBSE R.K. Singla 2021-07-01 NOVEL FEATURES
OF THE TEXT FOLLOWS: The following new topics added by the CBSE for the session
2020-21 onward is available in a very interesting manner: UNIT-1 History of
Commerce UNIT-IV Types of Digital Payments UNIT-VIII Entrepreneurship Development
(ED) Startup India Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) UNIT-IX Goods and Service
Tax (GST) Running Glossary is given headed as TOOL KIT. A large number of PICTURES
are given to make the text interesting. At the end of each unit INSTANT LEARNING
MAPs are given for QUICK REVISION. At the end of each unit STUDY ASSIGNMENT is
given which contains a large number of : Remembering-Based, Understanding-Based,
Analyzing , Evaluating and Creating-Based questions. OBJECTIVES TYPE QUESTIONS /
MCQs are available. TWO SAMPLE PROJECTS are available which are very practical and
presented in a very interesting manner. LIVE PRESENTATION of one of the projects
namely “STUDENTS’ DUMMY BANK” is available at – http://youtu.be/FnToqUaiZLY.
Sufficient number of CASE STUDIES are available. Also find Practice Papers at the
end of the book.
Themes in World History Indien National Council of Educational Research and
Training 2006
CORPORATE ACCOUNTING V. K. GOYAL 2012-12-10 The Third Edition of this text, which
is a thoroughly revised and enlarged version of Prof. V.K. Goyal’s book, Corporate
Accounting, Second Edition, gives a clear analysis of the fundamental concepts of
corporate accounting. Accounting for various types of companies comes under the
sphere of corporate accounting. This book primarily deals with the preparation and
presentation of accounts strictly in accordance with the provisions of the Indian
Company Law. Organized into 11 chapters, this book, at the outset, presents
provisions of the Indian Companies Act, 1956, SEBI’s guidelines, and different
types of shares and modes for issue of shares. Then it goes on to give a detailed
discussion on the conditions for redemption of preference shares with their
sources and conversion of preference shares into equity shares. Besides, this text
covers, in detail, topics such as different modes of issue and redemption of
debentures, internal and external construction of companies, preparation of cash
flow statement and its classification as well as the distinction between cash flow
statement and fund flow statement. Finally, the book elaborates on several methods
of analysis of financial statements and advantages and limitations of ratio
analysis. This well-organized and student-friendly book is intended as a text for
undergraduate students of commerce (B.Com. Programme/B.Com. Pass) in universities
across India. In addition, it would be useful for professional courses such as CA,
ICWA and CS. Key Features Covers concepts and principles of corporate accounting
in a comprehensive manner. Includes 300 worked-out examples to illustrate the
concepts discussed. Provides 250 unsolved problems in a graded manner for the
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benefit of students.
Concepts Of Physics Harish Chandra Verma 1999
International Review of Cytology 1992-12-02 International Review of Cytology
Politics in India Since Independence Shveta Uppal 2007
Foundation Course for NEET (Part 2): Chemistry Class 9 Lakhmir Singh & Manjit Kaur
Our NEET Foundation series is sharply focused for the NEET aspirants. Most of the
students make a career choice in the middle school and, therefore, choose their
stream informally in secondary and formally in senior secondary schooling,
accordingly. If you have decided to make a career in the medical profession, you
need not look any further! Adopt this series for Class 9 and 10 today.
Sainik Samachar 1991
Mathematical Reviews 1991
Accountancy For Class Xii Banerjee
Sales Book Insignia Accounts 2017-05-03 Blank Sales Record Book. Large 8.5 Inches
By 11 Inches Get Your Copy Today Includes Sections For Bal Carried Forward Date
Product No Description Qty Unit Price Total Price Get Your Copy Today
APC Understanding ISC Mathematics - Class 11 - Avichal Publishing Company M.L.
Aggarwal Understanding ISC Mathematics, for class 11 - sections A, B & C, has been
written by Mr. M.L. Aggarwal (Former Head of P.G. Department of Mathematics,
D.A.V. College, Jalandhar) strictly according to the new syllabus prescribed by
the Council for the Indian School Certificate Examinations, New Delhi in the year
2015 and onwards for students of class 11. A new feature - Typical Illustrative
Examples and Typical Problems, has been added in some chapters for those students
who want to attempt some more challenging problems. The entire matter in the book
is given in a logical sequence so as to develop and strengthen the concepts of the
students.
Begin with "I" Rohit Sethi "This inspiring story introduces Ron, an average guy,
who is increasingly disturbed by social media updates from his peers and feels he
is not doing as well in his own life. He feels stuck in his day-to-day routine and
is struggling to accept if that is all life had to offer, after all the hard work
that he put in over the years to establish himself. Although his life is
comfortable, he feels something is missing within the entire scheme of things. One
day, through a ‘magical meeting’, he is introduced to the step-by-step approach to
finding one’s answers. Ron embarks on this journey, becomes his best self and in
the process, discovers his life purpose, a sense of passion and ever-lasting
contentment. The book offers those key concepts from the science of achievement
and personal development that can have maximum impact on your life. In addition,
simple exercises have been provided, each of which can be integrated into your
busy day-to-day lives. If you are new to self-help and personal development, this
book will provide you with most of what you need to become your best self and
continue pushing further. If you are already a self-help enthusiast, this book
will serve as a quick reminder of the core principles and high-impact exercises."
Accountancy Class XI by Dr. S. K. Singh, Dr. Sanjay Kumar Singh, Shailesh Chauhan
(SBPD Publications) Dr. S. K. Singh 2021-06-29 Strictly according to the latest
syllabus prescribed by Bihar School Examination Board (BSEB), Patna and developed
by State Council for Educational Research & Training (SCERT) following CBSE
curriculum based on NCERT guidelines. 1.Introduction to Accounting, 2 .Basic
Accounting Terms or Terminology, 3.Theory Base of Accounting : Accounting
Principles Fundamental Assumptions or Concepts, 4. Accounting Standards and IFRS,
5 .Double Entry System, 6 .Process and Bases of Accounting, 7 .Origin of
Transactions : Source Documents and Vouchers, 8. Accounting Equation, 9. Rules of
Debit and Credit, 10. Recording of Business Transactions : Books of Original
Entry—Journal, 11. Ledger, 12. Special Purpose (Subsidiary) Books (I) : Cash Book,
13. Special Purpose (Subsidiary) Books (II), 14. Bank Reconciliation Statement,
15. Trial Balance and Errors, 16. Depreciation, 17.Provisions and Reserves, 18.
Accounting for Bills of Exchange, 19. Rectification of Errors, 20. Capital and
Revenue Expenditures and Receipts, 21. Financial Statements/Final Accounts
(Without Adjustment), 22. Final Accounts (With Adjustment), 23 .Accounts from
Incomplete Records or Single Entry System, UNIT : Computer in Accounting
1.Introduction to Computer and Accounting Information System (AIS), 2
.Applications of Computer in Accounting, 3 .Accounting and Database System Project
Work Appendix : Dictionary of Accounting Latest Model Paper (BSEB) Examination
Paper (JAC) with OMR Sheet.
Business Studies Class-12 Poonam Gandhi (Session 2021-22) Examination Poonam
Gandhi 2021-07-03 The book has been designed topic and subtopic-wise, keeping the
students’ needs in mind. The current edition has certain unique features: This
book is strictly as per the latest CBSE syllabus and covers complete matter as per
the NCERT book. After every topic, objective type questions and case studies are
given based on the latest CBSE Sample Paper (2020). (Hints of their answers are
given at the end of each chapter.) At the end of each chapter, 40 objective type
questions (20 MCQs + 10 Fill in the blanks + 10 True/False) are given along with
answers at the end. Keywords of each topic are given at the end of each topic, to
help students to solve case studies. A flow chart of each chapter is given at the
end to recap the topics covered in that chapter. Quick revision is given to revise
all the topics in short time. At the end of each chapter, questions asked in last
7 years' board exam are given, so that the student may get an idea of what types
of questions are expected from this chapter. (Hints of answers of these questions
are also given). Case Studies are framed by using words strictly from the NCERT. A
solved sample paper of CBSE 2020 is also given. Guidelines for project are also
given. A sample project on Marketing Management is also given. The Subject Matter
is presented in simple language, in points, and along with diagrams, so that the
student may find it easy to understand.
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